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Self-consistent calculations of fission barriers in the Fm region
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The fission barriers of the nuclei254Fm, 256Fm, 258Fm, 258No, and 260Rf are investigated in a fully micro-
scopic way up to the scission point. The analysis is based on the constrained Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov theory
and Gogny’s D1S force. The quadrupole, octupole, and hexadecapole moments as well as the number of
nucleons in the neck region are used as constraints. Two fission paths, corresponding to the bimodal fission, are
found. The decrease with isotope mass of the half-life times of heavy Fm isotopes is also explained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As a result of the loss of stability, with respect to spon
neous fission, the number of elements is limited to onl
few more than 110. Both experimental and theoretical stud
of spontaneous-fission properties are crucial for understa
ing the stability properties of the heaviest elements. T
abrupt transition that occurs from254Fm to 258Fm in fission-
fragment mass and kinetic-energy distributions and in
spontaneous fission half-lives of heavy nuclei was found
perimentally ~see, e.g., the review articles in@1,2#!. For
258Fm and heavier isotopes, the spontaneous-fission half
decreases relative to256Fm by several orders of magnitud
The mass distribution of fission fragments of258Fm becomes
very narrow with a single peak at symmetrical fission and
kinetic-energy distribution has two peaks: one at high ene
~230 MeV! and the second less prominent at lower ene
~205 MeV!. On the other hand, the256Fm isotope exhibits a

rather strong mass asymmetric distributionĀL /ĀH

5112/141 and only the low-energy peak is observed in
kinetic-energy distribution. This is a rather puzzling situ
tion, from a macroscopic point of view, as a substan
change in the properties of both isotopes is not expec
Therefore, the different fission properties of both isotop
have to be attributed to subtle shell effects, making its th
retical explanation even more challenging.

A qualitative explanation of all these phenomena by
existence of an additional fission valley in the multidime
sional potential energy surface was proposed by Huletet al.
@3,4#. They assumed a bimodal character of the kine
energy and mass distributions to show that for258Fm there
should exist two different fission paths leading to two d
tinctly different scission configurations. The first one is t
conventional scission configuration of two fairly elongat
shapes corresponding to the low-kinetic-energy peak and
broad mass distribution. The second one leads to com
scission, i.e., a configuration of two touching spheres co
sponding to the high-energy peak in the kinetic-energy d
tribution and the narrow peak in the mass distribution
symmetric fission.

After the discovery of bimodal fission in258Fm @3,4#, a
number of theoretical papers have focused on this prob
0556-2813/2002/66~1!/014310~11!/$20.00 66 0143
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@5–11#. All these papers are based on the mean-field sin
particle potential and the Strutinsky shell correction meth
Most of them deal with the form of the potential-energy su
face only. These static calculations usually give two fiss
valleys: one leading to the elongated form of fission fra
ments~EFs! and the second one which corresponds to t
nearly spherical fragments, which is usually referred as
compact fission~CF! valley. It has been pointed out by Bros
et al. @5# that this new CF valley is associated with the do
bly magic (Z550, N582) shell closure in the fission frag
ments.

The macroscopic-microscopic calculations of t
potential-energy surface~PES! for 258Fm reported in Ref.@8#
are based on the Woods-Saxon single-particle Hamilton
The collective potential-energy surfaceV(b,b4) was mini-
mized there with respect to the deformation parametersb3 ,
b5, andb6. Two fission valleys were found, bifurcating righ
after the exit from the fission barrier. It was also shown in@8#
that for the largest values ofb (b51.6) the EF valley cor-
responds again to symmetric fission (b35b550). This the-
oretical result is in line with the observation of Huletet al.
@3,4# where they found symmetric fission only and equ
fission half-life times for both fission modes, i.e., for th
fragments with a large total kinetic energy~CF valley! and
for those with a small total kinetic energy~EF valley!.

Contrary to the estimates of Ref.@8#, the results obtained
by Möller et al. @6,9,12# indicate the existence of the secon
barrier on the EF path. The authors have found even a t
switchbackpath going from the SF valley via the secon
saddle to the EF valley. These calculations are based on
finite-range liquid drop model and the folded-Yukawa sing
particle potential. Additionally, in Refs.@6,9# a smaller mass
parameter is postulated along the CF path in order to ob
the comparable spontaneous fission half-life time for b
fission modes of258Fm. In Refs.@10,11# Möller et al. tried to
find a solution to this problem by making calculations on
five-dimensional space using a finite-range liquid drop
model. They have also found two paths leading to fission,
the low-energy mode was presented as an asymmetric
with mass asymmetryMH /ML5152.2/105.8, which does
not agree with the experimental data. It was shown in@3,4#
that in 258Fm both modes of fission only lead to a symmet
split of the nucleus.
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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There are also some estimates of fission barriers m
within the constrained Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov~HFB! ap-
proximation with Gogny or Skyrme effective interaction
both at zero spin@13–21# and at high spin@22#. Most of
these calculations were made for nuclei withZ,100, where
only the traditional fission path~EF! appears in the experi
mental data. In@21# calculations forZ.100 showing the
compact fission path~CF! were carried out for both nonrel
ativistic ~Skyrme interaction with the SkI4 parameters! and
relativistic ~in the context of the relativistic mean field wit
the PL-40 parametrization! frameworks.

Recapitulating we can say that nuclei in the Fm reg
represent a very wide variety of fission types. The low-m
isotopes fission with an asymmetric mass distribution of
fragments. The spontaneous fission half-life (Ts f) increases
from about 0.8 ms for242Fm up to 126 yr for252Fm and then
falls down again to 0.36 ms for258Fm in order to grow again
by one order of magnitude for260Fm. The situation change
especially dramatically when one goes from256Fm to 258Fm.
The fission half-life decreases by seven orders of magnit
and reaches 0.36 ms and, as was described above, a
narrow symmetric mass distribution appears in the fiss
yield. Moreover, a similar behavior characterizes heavier
clei in the neighborhood of258Fm. Up to now this rapid
change of systematics ofTs f has not been well describe
theoretically@11,25#.

The aim of the present investigation is to look at the fo
of the fission barriers obtained with Gogny forces for t
nucleus256Fm and its neighbors. In particular our aim is
answer the following questions:

~i! Do there exist two fission valleys for nuclei in th
region?

~ii ! Is it possible to reproduce the experimental mass
tributions of the fission fragments?

~iii ! Is it possible to explain the rapid change of the me
sured fission half-life between256Fm and 258Fm?

In order to answer the above questions we have p
formed constrained Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations
described in Sec. II, where we give a brief outline of t
theoretical model as well as a description of the forces
configuration space. In Sec. III we discuss the results
tained. Section IV contains a summary and some conclud
remarks.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

The Gogny density-dependent effective nucleon-nucl
force is taken in the following form@26#:

V125(
i 51

2

~Wi1Bi P̂s2Hi P̂t2Mi P̂sP̂t!e
2(rW12rW2)2/m i

2

1 iWLS~¹12¹Q !23d~rW12rW2!~¹12¹2
W !•~sW 11sW 2!

1t0~11x0P̂s!d~rW12rW2!FrS rW11rW2

2
D Gg

1VCoul,

~2.1!
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which contains a central finite-range interaction, a zero-ra
spin-orbit term, and a zero-range density-dependent inte
tion, respectively. The Coulomb interaction has to be ad
in the case of protons. The central interaction is a sum of
Gaussian with widthsm1 and m2. Here P̂s and P̂t denote
the spin and isospin exchange operators, respectively, ar
is the total density.

We use the D1S@15,27# parametrization of the Gogny
interaction. The D1S parameters were adjusted@15# to give a
better surface energy term~crucial for a proper description o
the fission phenomenon! and their numerical values ar
given by

W1521720.30 MeV, W25103.639 MeV,

B151300.00 MeV, B252163.483 MeV,

H1521813.53 MeV, H25162.812 MeV,

M151397.60 MeV, M252223.934 MeV,

m150.7 fm, m251.2 fm,

t051390.6 MeV fm3(11g), x051,

g51/3, WLS5130 MeV fm5. ~2.2!

The choice of the Gogny force with the D1S parametrizat
is based on the fact that whenever this interaction has b
used to describe low-energy nuclear structure phenomen
at least, reasonable agreement with experiment has alw
been obtained. This degree of agreement has been obta
for both calculations at the mean-field level and beyo
@26,15–18,22,27–37#.

In the microscopic HFB calculations we have used
computer code of@38# where special attention was paid to a
accurate computation of the matrix elements of the Gog
interaction for very big bases like the ones used in this pa
The self-consistent equations have been solved by expan
the quasiparticle creation and annihilation operators on fi
bases of axially symmetric deformed harmonic oscilla
~HO! eigenfunctions. The size of the bases used depe
upon two parametersN0 and q, which are related to the
allowed range of the HO quantum numbers through the
lation

1

q
nz1~2n'1umu!<N0 .

Along the perpendicular direction we takeN0 shells ~i.e.,
2n'1umu50, . . . ,N0) and along thez direction we include
up toqN0 shells depending on the value of 2n'1umu. In the
present study we have usedq51.5, a value which is suited
for the elongated shapes along thez direction typical of the
fission process, andN0513, 15, and 17. The reason to us
different values ofN0 is to study the convergence of ou
results with the basis size. Other parameters characteri
the HO bases are the oscillator lengthsb' andbz . These two
quantities have been determined, for each calculated w
function, so as to minimize the HFB energy for theN0513
0-2
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SELF-CONSISTENT CALCULATIONS OF FISSION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 014310 ~2002!
basis. The same values ofb' andbz are then used in subse
quent calculations withN0515 and 17~see below for a dis-
cussion of the convergence!.

To study triaxiality effects in the first fission barrier w
have also carried out calculations where the axial symm
requirement was released but left-right symmetry was
posed. As these calculations are much more time consum
than the axially symmetric ones we had to restrict them
the N0513 case but, as will be discussed later, this is no
limitation in the region of interest.

In order to study the different paths to fission we ha
used in our calculations the following constraints: the ax
quadrupole (Q2), octupole (Q3), and hexadecapole (Q4)
moments as well as the number of nucleons in the neck
gion (QN). The corresponding operators are given by

Q̂l5r lPl„cos~u!…, Q̂N5expS 2z2

aN
2 D , ~2.3!

with aN51 fm.
In the minimization process neither the two-body kinet

energy correction nor the Coulomb and spin-orbit pair
energies have been taken into account. Additionally, the C
lomb exchange energy has been treated in the Slater app
mation@35,39#. The reasons are the following: First, the ca
culation of the Coulomb exchange and pairing energie
extremely time consuming@35# and its inclusion would pre-
vent the large-scale calculations presented in this pa
From @35# we know that Coulomb pairing can be very im
portant for collective masses but has little influence on
energy landscape. On the other hand, the Slater approx
tion to the Coulomb exchange energy works fairly well in
cases~spherical or deformed nuclei! and is an affordable and
reliable approximation. Concerning the spin-orbit pairing
contribution to the pairing field is very small, especially
zero spin, and can be safely neglected. Finally, the two-b
kinetic energy correction~2b-KEC! is not included in the
variation process because, for heavy nuclei, it remains
most constant for most of the physical configurations. As t
term was included in the fitting of the force, we have
include its contribution at the end of the calculation in ord
to obtain reasonable binding energies.

We have also subtracted from the HFB energy the ro
tional energy corrections~RECs! stemming from restoration
of the rotational symmetry. This correction has a consid
able influence on the energy landscape~and therefore on the
height of the fission barriers! as it is somehow proportiona
to the degree of symmetry breaking and therefore prop
tional to the quadrupole moment. A full calculation of th
RECs would imply an angular momentum projection@36,37#
which is only feasible for light nuclei. In order to estima
the RECs we have followed the usual recipe@40# of subtract-
ing to the HFB energy the quantitŷDJW2&/(2JY), where

^DJW2& is the fluctuation associated with the angular mom
tum operators in the HFB wave function andJY is the Yoc-
coz moment of inertia@40#. This moment of inertia has bee
computed using the ‘‘cranking’’ approximation in which th
full linear response matrix appearing in its expression is
01431
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placed by the zero-order approximation. The effect of
‘‘cranking approximation’’ in the Yoccoz moment of inerti
was analyzed with the Gogny interaction for heavy nuclei
@22# by comparing it with the one extracted from an angu
momentum projected calculation~see also@37# for a com-
parison in light nuclei!. The conclusion is that the exact RE
is a factor 0.7 smaller than the one computed with
‘‘cranking’’ approximation to the Yoccoz moment of inerti
for strongly deformed configurations~a similar behavior has
been observed for the Thouless-Valatin moment of inertia
@41#!. We have taken this phenomenological factor into a
count in our calculation of the RECs.

In the last section we analyze the spontaneous fiss
half-life of several Fm isotopes. The analysis was carried
in the standard WKB framework whereTs f is given~in sec-
onds! by

Ts f52.86310221@11exp~2S!#. ~2.4!

In this expressionS is the action along theQ2 constrained
path which is given by

S5E
a

b

dQ2A2B~Q2!@V~Q2!2E0#. ~2.5!

For the collective quadrupole inertiaB(Q2) we have used
the adiabatic time dependent Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov~AT-
DHFB! expression computed again in the ‘‘cranking’’ a
proximation and given by@42#

BATDHFB~Q2!5
M 23~Q2!

M 21
2 ~Q2!

, ~2.6!

with

M 2n~Q2!5(
mn

uQmn
20 u2

~Em1En!n
. ~2.7!

HereQmn
20 is the 20 component of the quadrupole operatorQ̂2

in the quasiparticle representation@40# and Em are the qua-
siparticle energies obtained in the solution of the HFB eq
tion.

In the expression for the action the collective potent
V(Q2) is given by the HFB energy~with the 2b-KEC and
REC corrections! minus the zero-point energy~ZPE! correc-
tion e0(Q2) associated with the quadrupole motion. Th
ZPE correction is given by

e0~Q2!5
1

2
G~Q2!BATDHFB

21 ~Q2!, ~2.8!

where

G~Q2!5
M 22~Q2!

2M 21
2 ~Q2!

. ~2.9!

Finally, in the expression for the action an additional para
eter E0 is introduced. This parameter can be taken as
HFB energy of the~metastable! ground state. However, it is
argued that in a quantal treatment of the problem the grou
0-3
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state energy is given by the HFB energy plus the zero-p
energy associated to the collective motion. To account
this fact, the usual recipe is to add an estimation of the ze
point energy to the HFB energy in order to obtainE0. In our
calculations we have taken a zero-point energy of 0.5 M
for all the isotopes considered. It is the standard value, bu
our opinion the energyE0 could be considered as an adjus
able parameter which shifts the half-lives of neighboring n
clei as a whole.

A. Convergence of the calculations

In our calculations bases withN0513, 15, or 17 were
used in order to check the convergence of the results. A
example of these tests we display in Fig. 1 the HFB energ
corresponding to the CF path of256Fm as a function ofQ2
for different values ofN0. A comparison of theN0513 and
theN0515 results show thatN0513 is enough in the region
around the first barrier but this is not the case in the region
the superdeformed minimum, aroundQ25100 b, where a 4
MeV shift is observed in going fromN0513 to N0515.

UsingN0517 we obtain rather stable results as compa
with the N0515 calculations. That is, for most of theQ2
range the difference between theN0517 andN0515 ener-
gies is almost independent forQ2. The difference become
visible only forQ2.200 b, but this region is irrelevant to ou
investigation as it corresponds to solutions with we
separated fragments. This behavior is typical for all pa
and nuclei presented in this paper, and from the above c
siderations, one can conclude thatN0515 is sufficient for
the planned HFB calculations. We have also checked
this fast convergence with basis size is a consequence o
optimization of the oscillator lengths carried out for ea
quadrupole deformation. The oscillator length parame
were chosen so as to minimize the HFB energies in theN0
513 calculations.

FIG. 1. The HFB energy obtained forN0513, 15, and 17 for the
compact fission~CF! path of 256Fm as a function of the quadrupol
momentQ2.
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B. Two-body kinetic energy and rotational energy corrections

The influence of the two-body kinetic energy~2b-KEC!
and the rotational energy corrections~RECs! on the binding
energy and the fission barrier of256Fm is shown in Fig. 2. It
is seen in the figure that the 2b-KEC shifts up the bind
energy by around 13 MeV with respect to the HFB estima
while the REC is negative and its magnitude grows from
for the spherical configuration to about 5 MeV in the regi
of the second barrier~see inset!. The plateau observed in th
REC starting inQ25140 b is due to the fact that from ther
on the solution corresponds to two separated spherical f
ments. In this case both the moment of inertia and the fl
tuation of the angular momentum operators are proportio
to the square of the distance between the fragments. A
consequence of the behavior of the REC as a function of
quadrupole moment, its inclusion decreases the second
rier by a few MeV and that has an important influence on
systematics of the spontaneous fission lifetimes of heavy
isotopes as will be seen in the next section. All potenti
energy surfaces~PESs! presented in this paper contain bo
the 2b-KEC and REC corrections described above.

III. RESULTS

All nuclei considered here have similar barrier shapes
hibiting two humps. The ground-state minimum is at a
proximatelyQ2515 b, which corresponds to the deformatio
parameterb2'0.25. The first fission barrier is, in our axiall
symmetric calculations, about 10 MeV high but it is d
creased by a few MeV when triaxial shapes are included
the analysis, which is in agreement with results of other
thors ~consult, e.g., Refs.@24,21#!. The lowering of the fis-
sion barrier due to triaxiality comes together with an increa
of the collective mass and therefore the effect of triaxial
on the fission half-lives is rather small. This is in agreem

FIG. 2. The potential-energy surface obtained with the H
calculations~dotted line!, the one taking into account the two-bod
energy correction~dashed line!, and the one including also the ro
tational energy correction~solid line! for the compact fission path o
256Fm as a function of the quadrupole momentQ2.
0-4
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SELF-CONSISTENT CALCULATIONS OF FISSION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 014310 ~2002!
with the results of Ref.@24# where it was found that the leas
action trajectory, or in other words the dynamical path
fission, leads only through the axially symmetric shapes
the fissioning nucleus. Finally, a superdeformed minimum
an energy similar to the ground-state energy appears aQ2
'50 b. It is separated from the scission point by a sm
second barrier, which, as we will see in the next secti
plays a fundamental role in the fission half-lives.

A. Nuclear properties along the fission paths

In this section the potential energyE, the octupoleQ3,
and hexadecapoleQ4 moments as well as the neck parame
QN are investigated along the fission paths for the nu
256,258Fm, 258No, and 260Rf.

1. 256Fm

In Fig. 3, the results of the calculations for the nucle

FIG. 3. ~a! The fission barrier of256Fm as a function of the
quadrupole momentQ2 for N0515. The solid line corresponds t
the compact fission path~CF! and the dashed line to the elongat
one~EF!. The dotted line shows the reduction of the first barrier d
to nonaxial degrees of freedom. The shapes of the nucleus
density of r050.08 fm23 are depicted for several values ofQ2

both for the CF and EF paths~note that the EF path leads to oct
pole deformed shapes!. Additionally, in ~b!, ~c!, and~d! the octupole
and hexadecapole moments as well as the neck parameterQN are
respectively plotted.
01431
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256Fm are plotted for the CF path~solid lines! and the EF
path ~dashed lines!. In panel ~a! we show the potential-
energy surfaces as a function of the quadrupole momen
both paths. Along with the energy curve we have also plot
the real shape of the nucleus for relevant values of the qu
rupole moment. The reduction of the first barrier by appro
mately 4 MeV due to the triaxial degrees of freedom (g is
typically in the range between 0° and 8°) is marked by
dotted line. We observe that after tunneling through the fi
barrier the nucleus goes into the superdeformed region
fact there are two superdeformed minima, one atQ2550 and
another at 70 b, separated by a tiny barrier. The deeper m
mum atQ2570 b, is situated 2 MeV below the ground-sta
energy. However, it is only separated from the scission po
at Q25130 by a barrier which is only 2 MeV high and ther
fore it is rather unlikely that this superdeformed~ground
state! minimum can live long enough so as to be conside
a metastable state. The fission products corresponding to
path are identical and spherical; in fact, the fragments
two spherical128Sn nuclei. Such a type of fission path~solid
line in Fig. 3! was called in Ref.@8# the compact fission~CF!
path. It was also shown in@8# that the octupole momen
along such a path is equal to zero, which is in line with o
results; see panel~b! of Fig. 3. After passing the scissio
point the potential energy~the Coulomb energy in fact! of
this fissioning system decreases rapidly with growing qu
rupole moment. The other path, called the elongated fiss
~EF! path, begins atQ2570 b. This path plays a crucial rol
in the fission process of this nucleus. It corresponds to
reflection asymmetric shapes withQ3Þ0 as one can observ
in panel~b! of Fig. 3. Both fission paths differ also signifi
cantly in the hexadecapole moments, panel~c!, and in the
number of nucleons in the neck region, panel~d!. For quad-
rupole moments larger than 120e b one finds that the EF
path has a gentler slope than the CF path.

In order to understand the shapes of the EF path for
nucleus and the heavier isotopes considered we have plo
in panel~a! of Fig. 4 the shape of256Fm at the deformation
Q25200 b. On the left-right asymmetric shape distributi
of the fissioning nucleus one can distinguish two fragme
connected by a neck. One of the fragments is close t
sphere and the other one has a rather large quadrupole d
mation. In order to study the mass contents of both fragme
we have plotted in panel~b! the quantity

N~z!52pE
2`

z

dz8E
0

`

dr'r~r' ,z8!

for both protons and neutrons. The number of particles c
responding to the magic numbers 50 and 82 is marked
panel ~b! with horizontal dotted lines. From this plot w
learn that both fragments have roughly the same mass
they correspond to Sn isotopes close to the doubly ma
132Sn. The fact that a strongly left-right asymmetric ma
distribution leads to two fragments with roughly the sam
mass is a remarkable result that will be commented on la
Finally, no significant lowering of the density is observed
the neck region@panel~c! of Fig. 4#.
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The transition from the CF to the EF path takes place fi
at Q2590 b because, for smaller quadrupole moments,
EF path lies on a 5-MeV-high shoulder above the CF path
can be seen in Fig. 5, where cross sections of the poten
energy surface for various quadrupole moments are plo
as a function of the neck parameterQN . At Q2590 b the
shoulder between both valleys disappears and the nuc
continues to fission along the EF path which becomes de
for the higher values ofQ2. Such a behavior, referred to b
other authors a ‘‘switchback path’’@12#, seems to be ener
getically most preferable. FromQ25100 b up to 130 b the
minimum corresponding to the CF valley becomes a sho
der as is seen in Fig. 5. This means that256Fm cannot con-
tinue fissioning along this mode and will proceed through
EF path which explains the low-kinetic-energy distributi
of the fission fragments of this nucleus. The minimum c
responding to the CF valley appears again atQ25140 b but
at such large quadrupole moments the fragments are alr
separated. AtQ25140 b the fission valleys CF and EF a
separated by a 4-MeV-high ridge.

The fragments which are created in the EF process
256Fm have different deformations but nearly equal mas
as seen in Fig. 4. This is inconsistent with the experime
mass distribution which shows a mass asymmetryAH /AL
;141/112@23#. Our static calculations are based only on t
PES of the fissioning nucleus and it seems that dynam
effects could play a certain role in the fission of256Fm. It
could also happen, but this is rather less probable, that we
not able to find such a mass asymmetric path in our calc

FIG. 4. The shape of256Fm at deformationQ25200 b on the
elongated path to fission as well as the number of particles~b! and
the density~c! of protons~solid line! and neutrons~dashed line! as
a function ofz. The number of particles corresponding to the ma
numbers 50 and 82 is marked in panel~b! with horizontal dotted
lines.
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tion. Apart from the two valleys described above a few oth
paths were found. All of them are localized much above
CF and EF paths so it is rather improbable that the fission
nucleus will follow one of them.

2. 258Fm

It was found experimentally in Refs.@3,4# that the nucleus
258Fm exhibits bimodal fission. Both modes have a simi
abundance and symmetric mass distribution. In panel~a! of
Fig. 6 the CF~solid line! and EF~dashed line! fission barri-
ers are shown. The octupole moment, hexadecapole mom
and the number of nucleons in the neck region,QN , corre-
sponding to both paths are presented in panels~b!–~d! of Fig.
6. Generally speaking the picture is very similar to the one
256Fm, but there are some important differences which ca
changes in the fission yield of258Fm.

The first distinction between this nucleus and256Fm is the
fact that the second hump of the fission barrier on the
path ~at Q25120 b) has practically disappeared and ris
only 0.5 MeV above the superdeformed minimum. Additio
ally the top of the second barrier is placed a few MeV bel
the ground-state energy.

The second difference with respect to256Fm is the rela-
tion between the two paths leading to fission. As seen

FIG. 5. The cross section of the potential-energy surface
256Fm for different values ofQ2 as a function of the neck paramete
QN .
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Fig. 7, the minima corresponding to the CF and EF coe
along the fission path; i.e., the ridge between them does
disappear along the whole way to fission. Its height alw
exceeds 1.5 MeV. It means that the nucleus could fission
the CF valley or change paths and proceed with the EF f
ment path starting fromQ2'90 b. At higher quadrupole
moments the transfer from the CF to the EF path is a
possible but it is less probable as the ridge between the p
in the region of the second hump rises up to 3 MeV. Suc
configuration of the EF and CF paths seems to ensure~be-
cause we do not account here for dynamical effects! that both
modes are fed with similar intensity. This result is in agre
ment with conclusions of Refs.@3,4#, where a comparable
abundance of both modes was found.

We can identify the CF path with the high-total-kineti
energy~TKE! mode in the fission of258Fm and the EF path
with the low-TKE mode. In the CF path the nucleus spl
into two identical, spherical parts which are two129Sn nu-
clei. At the scission point, the distance between the center
masses of these spherical fission fragments is relati
small, which gives a strong Coulomb repulsion and in co
sequence a high mean value of the TKE of the fragme
The fissioning nucleus passing through the second EF
has a similar elongated shape as the one described for256Fm
in Fig. 4. The distance between the mass centers of the
created fragments is much larger than the one for the
path. It causes a weaker Coulomb repulsion between f

FIG. 6. The same as in Fig. 3, but for the258Fm nucleus.
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FIG. 7. The same as in Fig. 5, but for the258Fm nucleus.

FIG. 8. The potential-energy surfaces for some Sn isotopes
function of the quadrupole momentQ2. Both the 2b-KEC and REC
are included in the curves.
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ments and in consequence a smaller mean TKE of the f
ments.

We have got also some arguments in favor of the hypo
esis that in the fission of258Fm one deals with a kind o
cluster fission@2#, both in the CF and in the EF paths. Loo
ing at the proton and neutron density distributions along b
valleys we have found that the nucleus258Fm splits into two
parts with equal masses. Each fragment has around 50
tons and 79 neutrons. The only difference is that one of
129Sn fragments created in the EF path is highly deform
with b250.6 whereas it is spherical in the CF path. As t
different TKEs of the two paths could be explained in ter
of the energy difference between the spherical and supe
formed fragments, we have performed addition
Q2-constrained HFB calculations for a few Sn isotopes. T
results for126–132Sn even-even isotopes are presented in F
8. A shoulder~or even flat minimum for130Sn) is seen for all
isotopes atQ2510–14 b. This superdeformed second mi
mum for 130Sn corresponds toQ2512 b ~or b250.6) and it
is located around 23 MeV above the ground state. This
perdeformed state can be identified as the deformed129Sn
fragment, meaning that the 23 MeV accumulated in the
perdeformed state will be taken away by post-fission n
trons org rays and will not be converted to the kinetic e
ergy of the fragments. Therefore, we expect that the TKE

FIG. 9. The same as in Fig. 3, but for the258No nucleus. The
dotted line corresponds to the two-body solution.
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the fragments for the EF path to be of the order of 23 M
smaller than for the CF path, in good agreement with exp
ment.

3. 258No and 260Rf

Figures 9 and 10~Figs. 11 and 12! show the PES and its
cross sections for the fissioning258No(260Rf) nucleus. In
these nuclei, the second hump of the potential barrier dis
pears completely. After tunneling through the first barr
they fission directly.

In the nuclei 258No ~Fig. 9! and 260Rf ~Fig. 11!, as in
258Fm, the CF and EF paths are also found. A transit
between both valleys is possible atQ2590 b, as can be see
in Figs. 10 and 12, where there is no ridge separating th
Here, similarly to the case of256Fm, the minimum corre-
sponding to the CF path turns into a shoulder at aboutQ2
5100 b, but appears again atQ25120–130 b. It makes
possible the comeback to the CF path, although the proba
ity for such a process is relatively small. This effect expla
the experimentally observed low abundance of the high-T
mode: 5% for258No and even less for260Rf.

In configurations close to scission another third path c
responding to two compact fragments~marked by the dotted
lines in Figs. 9 and 11! will appear. In contrast to the above
considered Fm isotopes, the two fragments have a sm
asymmetry in mass with a rate ofMH /ML5132.5/125.5 for

FIG. 10. The same as in Fig. 5, but for the258No nucleus.
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258No and MH /ML5136/124 for 260Rf. In both cases the
number of protons is the same in both fragments. This as
metry is in line with the experimental results for these nuc
@3,4#.

B. Spontaneous fission half-lives

For heavy Fm isotopes the spontaneous fission half-l
(Ts f) decrease rapidly with mass. This falloff has up to no
~see, e.g.,@25#! not found a satisfactory explanation.

The shape of the potential barrier is one of the most
portant factors which determines the fission half-life of n
clei. The fission barriers for254Fm, 256Fm, and 258Fm ~for
the CF path only! are plotted in Fig. 13. All curves ar
shifted in order to get the ground-state minimum in the sa
position. One can see in Fig. 13 that the first hump of
barrier is practically the same for all these nuclei. In fact,
almost 10-MeV-high fission barriers are reduced by a f
MeV when including the effect of triaxiality~see Figs. 3 and
6!. However, as already mentioned, it was shown in Ref.@24#
that the dynamical effect prevents the fissioning nucl
from taking axially nonsymmetric forms, so we have decid
to perform the estimates ofTs f for the both~axial and non-
axial! cases.

The main difference between these three isotopes is in
location of the second hump with respect to the ground-s
minimum. In 256Fm the second barrier is at the ground-st

FIG. 11. The same as in Fig. 9, but for the260Rf nucleus.
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level and in 258Fm a few MeV lower than that. In thes
nuclei only the first hump will influence the fission half-lif
time. The fission barrier of254Fm has a completely differen
shape. Although the shift up of the second hump with resp
to 256Fm is not larger than the corresponding shift in256Fm
with respect to258Fm, this small shift causes the whole se
ond barrier to be now above the ground state. This eff
influences the theoretical estimates for fission half-lives i
dramatical way. The half-life for254Fm is in our estimates 11
orders of magnitude larger than that for256Fm when the
symmetric~CF! path ~solid line in Fig. 3! is taken into ac-
count ~open symbols in Fig. 14!. It becomes much shorte
~solid symbols in Fig. 14!, and almost equal to the exper
mental one, when the reduction of the fission barrier due
the left-right asymmetry degrees of freedom is included
has obviously to do with the fact that the size of the fiss
barrier to be tunneled in254Fm reduces slightly if one
switches to the EF valley atQ2'90 b. The estimates don
assuming the axially symmetric form of the fissionin
nucleus are marked in Fig. 14 by circles, while those for
nonaxial case are denoted by triangles. It is seen that
inclusion of the nonaxial degrees of freedom decreases
values ofTs f obtained in our one-dimensional calculatio
~i.e., without the dynamical effects of Ref.@24#! by about one
order of magnitude.

FIG. 12. The same as in Fig. 5, but for the260Rf nucleus.
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In Fig. 14 we compare our estimates for the spontane
fission half-lives (Ts f) with the experimental data and als
with the results of dynamical calculations on the basis of
Woods-Saxon potential made in Ref.@25#. It is seen that we
have qualitatively explained its decrease for heavy Fm
topes. It is due to the fact that the second hump goes be
the ground-state level in2562258Fm. In fact, we did not re-
produce well enough the half-life time for256Fm which is in
our calculations three orders of magnitude shorter than
measured value and, therefore, the abrupt change in the
tematics of the fission lifetimes appears two mass units
early.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed some properties of
potential-energy surfaces of fissioning even-even nucle
the 258Fm region. All discussed nuclei exhibit two-hump fi
sion barriers. There is always one of the fission trajecto
which leads to compact fission. Another path, leading to
alternative mode corresponding to a spherical and an e
gated fission fragment, has been found for all these nu
The shape of the second hump of the potential barrier and
relation between the two fission paths in the potential-ene
surface are crucial for the way in which fission occurs
these nuclei.

In 256Fm fission follows only the elongated fission pa
but we are unable, in our static calculation, to reprodu
properly the mass asymmetry of the fission products
256Fm. Similarly to the experimental situation the theoretic
approach yields only a low-TKE mode in the fission yield
which was found theoretically. In contrast to this, the isoto
258Fm may fission along the CF or EF valleys and bimo
fission take place there. The observed experimental dif
ence of the TKE between both modes is well reproduced
our model. The mechanism of bimodal fission of258Fm and

FIG. 13. The fission barriers for254Fm, 256Fm, and 258Fm
evaluated along the CF path. The ground state is set to zero in
three cases. The second solid line starting atQ2560 b corresponds
to the EF path of254Fm.
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the heavier even-even nuclei has been described proper
We also explained the decrease of the half-life times

the heavy Fm isotopes. In the case of254Fm, the second
hump on the fission barrier is located above the ground st
In heavier isotopes it goes down by a few MeV below t
ground-state minimum and therefore does not give any c
tribution to the half-life times of these nuclei.

Contrary to the majority of papers describing the bimod
fission of 258Fm we have found a strong left-right asymmet
in the shape of a fissioning nucleus which nevertheless
responds to a symmetric mass split. This is a new phen
enon which could be discovered only in the HFB type
calculations with the Gogny ord-pairing forces which dis-
tinguish between orbitals in different fragments.
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FIG. 14. The spontaneous fission half-life times of Fm isotop
as a function of the mass number. The experimental data~exp! are
taken from the NuDat database while the theoretical estimates c
puted with a model based on the Woods-Saxon~WS! potential are
taken from Ref.@25#. The present estimates are represented by s
circles for fission along the CF path whereas the results for fiss
along the EF path are represented by open circles~note that both
estimates coincide in256–258Fm). These results were obtained a
suming the axial symmetry of a fissioning nucleus. Similar e
mates done with the inclusion of nonaxial degrees of freedom
marked by triangles.
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